Current concepts in lip reconstruction.
Approximately 25% of all oral cavity carcinomas involve the lips, and the primary management of these lesions is complete surgical resection. The management of the resulting lip defect remains a significant reconstructive challenge, requiring meticulous preoperative planning and surgical technique to optimize the functional and cosmetic outcome. Reviewed here are the accepted techniques of lip reconstruction, as well newer techniques that have been reported. There have been no major advances in lip reconstruction; rather, continued improvement on accepted techniques. The main goals of reconstruction remain the restoration of oral competence, maintenance of oral opening, and the restoration of normal anatomic relations such that both the active (smile) and passive (form) cosmetic outcome is acceptable. The reconstruction should be tailored to the individual needs of the patient and should take into account the patient's condition, local tissue characteristics, previous treatment(s), and functional needs (eg, denture use), in addition to the size and location of the defect. The lips play a key role in facial expression, speech, and eating. This requires meticulous attention to preoperative planning and surgical technique to maximize the functional and cosmetic outcome. It is important to assess local tissue characteristics (skin laxity) and previous treatment (surgery and/or irradiation) before the surgical plan is made final. Local tissue should be used whenever possible to provide the least donor site morbidity and the best overall tissue color and texture match. Whenever possible, dynamic reconstruction should be attempted. Careful preoperative assessment and planning will allow the surgeon to reach an acceptable balance between form and function with the reconstruction.